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CAD/CAM is a field of dentistry and prosthodontics using CAD/CAM (com- Published date: September 02, 2016

puter-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing) to improve the design and
creation of dental restorations, especially dental prostheses, including crowns, crown,
veneers, inlays and onlays, fixed bridges, dental implant restorations, dentures (removable or fixed), and orthodontic appliances.
There exists a misconception that the CAD/CAM process is complicated and time-consuming. However, the CAD/CAM system is simple to operate, versatile, and precise.
All-ceramic restorations can be designed and milled chair side, with the added advantage of elimination of traditional impressions and temporaries, and the patient leaves
the appointment in about an hour with the final restoration in place. Dental CAD/CAM
is approaching 20 years of clinical experience and has a proven track record on all
relevant aspects of clinical performance, including fit, longevity and survival rates,
sensitivity, strength, and wear.
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The application of dental CAD/CAM systems is promising, not only in the field of crowns and FPDs, but also in other
fields of dentistry. There is no doubt that the application of CAD/CAM technology in dentistry provides innovative, state-of-art
dental service, and contributes to the health and Quality of Living (QOL) of patients. The purpose of this paper is to give an in-depth
knowledge of CAD CAM technology to the readers as today’s dentistry has entered into the digital era.

Introduction
The term CAD/CAM, which comes from machine-tool technology and stands for “Computer-Aided-Design / Computer-Aided-Manufacturing”, designates the three-dimensional planning of a work piece on the screen of a computer with subsequent
automated production by a computer controlled machine tool[1,2]. In 1971, Francois Duret introduced CAD-CAM technology to the
field of dentistry. His idea was based upon the assumption that the technologies established in industry could be easily transferred to
dentistry.
Though casting procedure has advanced over the past years, each of its steps could induce error in the final casting. Until
1988, indirect ceramic dental restorations were fabricated by conventional methods (sintering, casting and pressing) and neither
was pore-free. Machining blocks of pore-free industrial quality ceramic can alternately produce pore-free restorations[3-5]. The tremendous advances in computers and robotics could also be applied to revolutionize dentistry and provide both precision and reduce
time consumption. With the combination of optoelectronics, computer techniques and sinter technology, computerized dentistry
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has paved the way for a new generation dental ceramic with an
unprecedented high strength and durability, derived from developments in Nano-ceramic technologies in the last decades.
What is CAD CAM?
The contemporary CAD/CAM systems consist of three components:
1. The scanner, which scans the dental preparation provided by the dentist either intra-orally or extra-orally by reference to tooth models (Figure 1). For inlays and single crown
frameworks, just the surface data of the prepared teeth need to be
digitized. For FPD frameworks or additional occlusal characterization, further data from the neighboring teeth and antagonists,
as well as from the spatial relation of the prepared teeth to one
another, are required[6-9].

3. The hardware CAM covers different production
technologies for converting the virtual restoration into a dental material (Figure 3). At present, computer-controlled milling
or grinding machines are mainly used. They machine the restoration from the full material block consisting of prefabricated
metal or ceramic[11,12]. As a rule, after the CAM production, some
manual corrections and final polishing or individualization of
the restoration with staining colors or veneering materials are
required to be carried out by the dental technician (Figure 4).

Figure 3 :  Sirona Milling Unit.

Figure 1: CEREC Scanner.

2. The software CAD consists of a computer unit used
for the three-dimensional planning and design of restorations on
the computer screen (Figure 2). The software programs available
today offer a high level of intervention and permit the design
and production of an individually adapted restoration. Systems
not offering a full CAD component are not considered as CAD/
CAM systems but just as CAM systems[10].
Figure 4 : Cycle of CAD/CAM.

Scanning of Preparation
Since 1971, a number of attempts to dental CAD/CAM
have been reported. The most prominent are
1. Holodontography by altschuler : A report dated 1971 claims
that development of laser holography can significantly influence
the procedures used in dental care. It mentions the use of tooth
prints recorded by means of a combination of computers and
laser holography. Such tooth print could serve for diagnostic
and forensic purposes, but also applicable to prosthetic and restorative work[13]. A specific task would be computer-controlled
milling of dental crowns based on contour holograms.
2. The Duret/ Hennson/ Sopha system : The origin of French

Figure 2 : Software dental designer.
www.ommegaonline.org
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while in reality the pattern is continuously swept across the image. Various levels of intensity, reflecting the actual position
of pattern, are detected. The signal is a stepped approximation
of the actual intensity pattern since the elements of the sensor
have finite dimensions (period of pattern 200µ divided into a
22µ element pitch of the sensor array yields approx. 9 samples
per period), while the modulated part of the signal is shifted in
phase, the offset, represented by the average intensity, remains
constant[20,21]. This observation suggests a differential operation.
Subtracting the 180˚ image from the 0˚ image cancels the offset
portion off the signal. Since this subtraction is achieved by a
reaction of modify-write operation in the image memory, it is
executed instantaneously. The 90˚ - 270˚ subtraction is accomplished in the same way.

approach dates back to the early seventies. Goal of this endeavor is the computer-aided restoration and dentistry in the broadest sense. The primary application of the system, however, was
the fabrication of crowns. The original scanning principle was
based on laser holography. Dr François Duret’s method requires
a set of different views of the preparation. The individual views
are correlated by the computer to produce a three-dimensional
record. To facilitate the alignment, the dentist places reference
brackets within the field of view. The design is accomplished
by manually tracing the cervical margin of the preparation by
means of a large screen color monitor and a digitizing tablet[14].
The program uses a selective shrinkage algorithm to produce an
optimum cementation gap. The machine is equipped with three
axes and has the additional capability to turn the work piece upside down.
3. Active triangulation: This principle does not rely on an image pair as obtained by two-eyed vision. Instead one optical path
is converted from receptor to transmitter or, more accurately, a
pattern projector. Due to the physical separation of the two channels a certain amount of parallax is introduced. Since the parallax is a known constant, the resulting range-dependent shift of
the pattern projected onto the object can be accurately converted
into depth values[15].
Data Acquisition
The first element of the data acquisition chain is a solid
state image sensor. This device accurately converts light intensity to voltage when read in a line by line mode. The alternating
regions of dark and light translate into higher and lower voltages. When reading a sensor line, which runs mesio-distally, sinusoidal pattern is observed[16,17]. While the reticle features a square
pattern (bands are either transparent or totally opaque), limited resolution of the detected signal approximates a sine wave.
Just like the individual line, every line of the pattern is shifted
proportionally to vertical distances. In mathematical terms, the
phase of the spatial frequency is modulated.
Once the particular phase which corresponds to a reference level has been established by calibration, the elevation of
any point of the object can be calculated from the phase shift.
A more careful analysis of the sinusoidal pattern reveals some
additional difficulties: the shape of this pattern is not very well
behaved. It exhibits large local variations in both amplitude and
offset i.e. the distance from the baseline. The latter are caused by
the various amounts of stray light and sensor dark current. The
former are caused by the fact, that the amount of light picked up
by the sensor is a function of the slope of the preparation walls
at any point. An additional difficulty arises from the non-uniformity in the response of the individual sensor elements. Due
to limitations in the art of semiconductor fabrication, a typical
sensor will even contain a certain amount of blind cells. In order
to isolate the three variables – phase, magnitude and offset- at
least three images are required, all taken with the exact same
orientation, but each using a different phase of the projected pattern[18,19].
A sequence of four images (Figure 5), proved to be a
more efficient approach in our particular application and hardware implementation. The reticle is physically translated during
a period of 4 times 40 milliseconds from an arbitrary 0˚ initial
position over 360˚, i.e., one entire line period. For reasons of
clarity, the illustration shows a fixed position for each frame,
Smitha A.J., et al.

Figure 5: Sequence of four images.
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At the end of the 160 millisecond exposure, we thus
find the two differential data sets in the frame buffer. The characterization features of the modulation have been unaffected by
the subtraction, the amplitudes have been doubled and the signals are now biased at the zero level. The 90˚ phase between the
two signals has been preserved. We are now left with a data pair
corresponding to each picture cell- or pixel- of the image. Data
pairs must be transformed to yield the desired depth information.
The two- dimensional array of the depth values is referred to as
the profile. A second set of values, representing local contrast
amplitude can be obtained from this conversion; in our context
we call this second set of data the hill-shaded image[22-24].
Prior to making an optical impression with the sensor,
it is necessary to powder the tooth surface and the entire field
uniformly. The detection of the pattern cast onto an untreated
preparation is not possible for the following reasons: on the one
hand the different slopes of the preparation and the differences
in surface quality yield a dynamic range of intensities, which is
too large to be accommodated by the sensor and the associated
J Dent Oral Care    |     Volume 2: Issue 2
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circuitry. The steep walls appear as virtually black regions. The
cusp which reflect the incident light in a specular fashion tend
to glare thereby causing smearing artifacts similar to the human
retina when we look directly into a powerful light source[25,26].
On the other hand the dentin and enamel is translucent whereby
it absorbs at least partially, the pattern projected onto its surface. To alleviate both problems, the surface of the tooth, and for
that matter, the entire field of view must be coated with a thin
opaquer layer. A fine coat of titanium dioxide produces a highly
uniform scattering of the light. The remaining variation in intensity is very desirable since it enhances the three- dimensional
features of the preparation.
Milling of the Ceramic Restoration
       The restoration is milled (4 - 7 minutes) with a diamond
wheel from a pre manufactured and standardized ceramic block
in the milling chamber of the CAM unit. Factory standardized,
preformed dental porcelain blocks are homogenous and almost
pore - free (Vita Cerec blocks, Dicor Cerec blocks).

up and down over the porcelain block being milled. A series of
steps or cuts (200 – 400) are required for milling a ceramic restoration.
The Computer program associated with the milling process
has additional interesting features such as[31]:
• Before the milling process, the screen displays the
dimensions of the restoration from one proximal surface to the
other in 1/900th of an mm.
• During the milling operation, the screen continuously
informs the operator of the percentage of completion.
• A continuous readout is displayed concerning the
cutting efficiency of the diamond wheel, thereby indicating the
probable need for replacement.

The Cam Unit
     A pump system with an attached water reservoir located at
the base of the mobile cart maintains the water pressure required
for the hydraulic driven water turbine in the milling chamber.
During milling about 5 liters of water is cycled internally, which
eliminates the need for external water supply and drainage. The
water reservoir system also contains a micro porous filter that
traps any of the loosened diamond particles separated from the
wheel for future retrieval[27,28] (Figure 6).

Advantages of CAD CAM[32-35]
1. The concept that a dentist can, in a single appointment, administer anesthetic in preparation for, prepare the tooth for, make an
impression for, design, mill, customize and place a restoration
is desirable for many clinicians and patients. The command of
“one-appointment” dentistry is powerful not only for the patient,
but also for the entire dental team and the office’s productivity.
Single-appointment dentistry has a variety of benefits: the need
for only one administration of anesthetic, the absence of need for
temporary or provisional restorations (therefore, no lost temporaries or re-cementations), the absence of laboratory fees and a
reduction in second-chair set-up costs. These factors ultimately
equate to fewer instruments needing to be sterilized, less need
for chair time set-up/breakdown and improved office efficiency.

Figure 6: The milling unit.

2. Another, often overlooked advantage is the disposable supplies that can be eliminated (from impression material, wax,
stone, temporary bridge resin and cement to cotton and paper
disposables) by institution of a CAD/CAM system. Clinicians
can gain other intangible advantages in the long term by introducing CAD/CAM technology into their already-busy dental
practices. With CAD/CAM technology, clinicians maintain total
product and artistic control of the restorations to be fabricated
and seated. It allows clinicians to spend the majority of their
time on tooth preparation and on seating of the final restoration;
the software programs’ options deliver a product that may need
only endpoint characterization, staining or glazing. The computer and milling processes diminish potential inaccuracies resulting from the hand/laboratory fabrication process and are able to
provide a restoration that fits within the 50-micrometer range
established by the American Dental Association.

Procedure[29,30]:
• The appropriate ceramic block is selected from a series consisting of different sizes and shade
• The ceramic block is mounted on a metal stub (retainer), inserted into the milling unit and the grinding operation is
initiated.
• Grinding of the ceramic restoration is done by a diamond – coated disk / wheel in conjunction with a high velocity
water-spray, which simultaneously cools and cleans the milling
disk. The restoration is milled from the mesial to the distal proximal surfaces with the block rotating along its central axis and
being steadily advanced forward during the milling process. In
addition, the diamond wheel not only rotates but also translates
www.ommegaonline.org
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3. When the dentist implements CAD/CAM technology, he or
she must create a schedule that supports single-appointment
treatment. This schedule arrangement can both save time and
increase efficiency. Dentists can complete most CEREC single-unit crowns within one and one-half hours. Dentists can treat
quadrants within two or two and one-half hours. With this type
of dentistry, the second “seating” appointment now is freed up
and can be re-designated for an additional productive appointment. Given a traditional two-appointment procedure and time
allotment, this single-appointment treatment approach becomes
practical. Moreover, a practitioner seasoned in using CEREC
can perform additional procedures while the restoration is being
milled, again enhancing the practice’s efficiency and productivity.
J Dent Oral Care    |     Volume 2: Issue 2
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4. Patients often experience irritation in, sensitivity in and/or
difficulty in cleaning temporized teeth. Single-appointment dentistry avoids these complaints. Also, clinicians must consider the
diminished chance of bacterial invasion during this phase; decreased pulpal stress resulting from excessive cleaning, drying
or trauma; and decreased need for the additional tooth manipulation that often is experienced at a second appointment. Given
the fact that veneers represent a significant portion of laboratory-fabricated restorations today and that veneer temporaries
easily can be displaced and are time-consuming to fabricate,
dentists should find the convenience of single-appointment dentistry significant.
5. Furthermore, the CEREC veneer software program is easy
to use and will enhance the implementation of single-appointment dentistry. Dentists have the ability to include their team
members by delegating some of the tasks in the CEREC process.
In such a scenario, assistants may be included in introductory
CEREC training and can better their skills by taking additional
training courses specifically designed for assistants. In practice,
the team approach flows thus: the dentist prepares the tooth,
powders it and makes the optical impression. Then the assistant
designs the restoration, mills it, polishes it and prepares it for
bonding. Finally, the dentist completes the procedure by bonding the restoration.
Disadvantages of CAD CAM[36-38]
In the implementation of any new technology, discussions arise that require critical thinking. The primary consideration in a CAD/CAM purchase is the length of the learning
curve, which may range from a few days to several months and
may result in the loss of office production, the loss of patient
treatment time and an increase in the clinician’s frustration. Other obstacles to incorporating this system into practice are the
cost of the equipment, the potential for the dental team to resist the system’s use, the clinician’s lack of confidence in using a computerized system, and perhaps the clinician’s lack of
willingness to learn a new concept that will require training and
practice. Dentists who have difficulty integrating this technology into their practices usually are dentists who do not want to
change the way they are practicing.
However, the advantages of this system outweigh these
disadvantages listed and so it is emerging as a successful treatment option.
Summary
During the past decade, computer-aided design/ manufacturing (CAD/CAM), which are well-known processes in the
industrial world, have found their way into dentistry. Interest in
this designing and manufacturing process occurred because of
its potential as an alternative to the lost-wax technique that has
been used for many decades for fabricating dental restorations. A
number of reports in the literature[39-42] in recent years detail the
CAD/CAM methods that have been used in dentistry. Equally
impressive is the number of articles reporting on the clinical success and the improved characteristics of restorations fabricated
by these CAD/CAM methods.
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